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My husband and I have known Christine for several years. Poised and artistic, we knew she
would be an excellent choice to help us select new drapes as we were updating our bedroom.
Wanting to create something unique to match our Moroccan decorating style, she immediately
understood what we were trying to achieve.
At every step, Christine was attentive and friendly. Pointing out several design elements and
educating us regarding the implications of each decision, she guided us to repaint first. Then she
helped us put everything together with beautiful, diaphanous fabric for an unstructured drapery
look and finished with perfectly suited hardware.
Christine saved us a tremendous amount of time, flagging appropriate choices from design
books and manufacturer samples. Advising us on selections that would complement, not
detract, she delivered window coverings from the vision we were trying to achieve.
Christine was an absolute pleasure to work with; she has incredible knowledge and an excellent
eye for style. We just love our new drapes; they make a huge difference in our bedroom. We
would hire Christine again, and highly recommend her!
Gayle Adams
San Jose, CA









Poised and artistic, we knew Christine St. Clair would be an excellent choice to help us select
new drapes as we were updating our bedroom. Wanting to create something unique to
match our Moroccan decorating style, she immediately understood what we were trying to
achieve.
At every step, Christine was attentive and friendly. Pointing out several design elements and
educating us regarding the implications of each decision, she guided us to repaint first. Then
she helped us put everything together with beautiful, diaphanous fabric for an unstructured
drapery look and finished with perfectly suited hardware.
Christine saved us a tremendous amount of time, flagging appropriate choices from design
books and manufacturer samples.
Advising us on selections that would complement, not detract, she delivered window
coverings from the vision we were trying to achieve.
Christine was an absolute pleasure to work with; she has incredible knowledge and an
excellent eye for style.
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